Preface
Do institutions and organization matter, or is the economic analysis of
institutions a distraction from the most important action? Indeed, does
Vernon Smith’s notion of the institution-free core of formal economic
theory encompass that most important action? If so, does that render
an economics of organization almost devoid of economic content? Do
tradeoffs of little consequence obtain between the ways parties to long-run
exchange organize their collaborations? Worse, are committed institutionalists, much like the monks of medieval Scholasticism busy cataloguing
(only) those details from scriptures and commentaries that support their
favored dogmas?
This book takes up questions of economic organization with neither
the religious fervor of the inquisitor Saul of Tarsus (a proponent of
orthodoxy) nor that of his alter ego, the apostate Paul (a great impresario
of heterodoxy). The approach is more agnostic, opportunistic and even
a little irreverent: What can theory do and not do? Theory can stimulate
questions about how parties to complex exchange manage (sometimes
competing) demands for commitment and flexibility in their relationships.
It can frame ways of seeing. However, what blind spots persist?
The book opens with an informal tour of the economics of system
design out of which an economics of adaptation in long-term relationships fitfully emerged. Five applications follow. The applications include
explorations in both the law and economics relating to how parties
manage relationships within the firm, within research and development
(R&D) joint ventures, within the context of long-term contracts, and,
most vividly, within the context of antitrust conspiracy. The applications
make contact, in an accessible way, with the design of contracts, venture
financing, and project finance.

HOW TO READ THIS BOOK
Each chapter is self-contained, although I recommend reading the opening
chapter first. It sets up the themes of the book and situates each chapter with
respect to those themes. I even recommend reading the chapters in order.
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The economics of adaptation and long-term relationships

Some chapters feature some math and statistics. None of that math
would be beyond the reach of the reader with training in calculus, but the
exposition is generous in that you need not wend your way through the
math to appreciate the propositions and empirical results. If you don’t
have time for the math, skip over it.
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